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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Acute coronary syndrome (ACS) includes myocardial infarction (MI) with and without ST elevation and unstable angina (UA). This syndrome is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in many countries. A registry system is a secondary collection of data regarding patients with special disease or procedures that can manage the disease data and decrease disease burden. Because a national registry of ACS does not exist in Iran, this research aims to present the guidelines for a national registry of ACS in Iran based on a comparative study in other countries.

Methods: This study was descriptive-comparative and applied research. Research community was ACS national registry of USA, Switzerland and Malaysia. The method of data gathering was to study all of the relevant documents about the research subject in other countries, and interview MI registry specialists in Isfahan cardiovascular research center. Analysis and identity of information was via comparative tables and subsequently, guidelines for ACS national registry in Iran were presented based on obtained findings.

Results: In all three countries, there was a national registry for ACS, and there is no national registry for ACS in Iran. ACS registry of selected countries is done in the following stages: data gathering, data processing and information distribution. This research reviewed the ACS national registry in selected countries, and after comparing obtained data, suggested guidelines for a national registry of ACS in Iran that include the seven following categories: structure of registry, purposes of registry, including and excluding criteria for a national registry in Iran, data gathering methods, data elements, data processing methods and information distribution methods.

Conclusion: For planning and implementing a national registry, gathering data is not enough but determining purposes is a basic stage. After this stage, determination of data elements and data analysis methods based on predetermined purposes, is next stage. Data must be completely defined in a data dictionary and should be properly analyzed.
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